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Abstract 
 
This research was purposed to discover the sounds representation of consonant 
letter C and their rule-patterns. In order to achieve the research objectives, the 
researcher divided the data in three positions: initial, medial, and final position. 
The research data were taken from Oxford Advanced Learner‟s Dictionary, 
International Student‟s Edition. The researcher then analyzed the data by 
applying descriptive content analysis approach. The researcher found that there 
are four different sounds represented by consonant letter C, those are [k], [s], [ʃ], 
and [ʧ]. The researcher finally constructed nine rule-patterns that are 
understandable and applicable in their daily life conversation, especially teachers 
of English and students. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In our daily life, sometimes, we frequently face with dilemma; how to pronounce 
some words of English in a sentence? or what is the correct pronunciation of English word? 
It has been known by everyone that sounds of English are rather confusing because different 
sounds must always have different spelling. As exemplified in the following sentence, 
„Cameron is cute. She seems dancing-machine when dancing, chic chef when cooking, nice 
singer of choir of a church, and critical person type.‟ Especially for the spelling C which 
can be pronounced as [k], [s], [ʃ], and [ʧ] based on what comes after that spelling. If we 
produce the words of English based on their written form, we must be erroneous every time 
we speak to others. It is different from Bahasa Indonesia that one letter ideally represents 
one sound, and the way it is written also is the way it is pronounced. 
Having a good pronunciation is one of the most important signs of getting mastery 
in foreign language teaching and learning. This statement is supported by Lewis and Hill 
(1992) who indicate that a speaker whose pronunciation is inconsistent is extremely difficult 
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to listen. It is also difficult and tiring to listen to speaker who varies considerably from 
standard. The communication can be blocked seriously if bad pronunciation occurs. Based 
on the statement, it can be concluded that pronunciation takes important role to build 
speaking fluency because pronunciation contains many rules of English language. These 
rules cause some problems for the students in studying pronunciation, particularly for 
Indonesian students because there are some English sounds which are not included in 
Bahasa Indonesia. There are several sounds of English which are slightly different because 
they do not occur in Bahasa Indonesia, for example sound [θ], [ð], or [ʧ].  
One of the problems in pronouncing English words is the appearance of many 
inconsistencies in pronouncing the consonant letter. The letter of English might have one, 
two, or more sounds variants for each, and it also occurs in pronouncing letter C. The letter 
C sometimes can be pronounced as [k], for example in word car. In another case, the letter 
C can be also pronounced as [s], such as in word cigarette. By the two examples above, we 
can see that letter C has some variants to pronounce and it is difficult to know when the 
letter C should be pronounced as [k], [s], and the likes.  
This article focused on the different variants of consonant letter C. There are some 
reasons why this title should be discussed. First, there is an inconsistency in pronouncing 
consonant letter C in English words, for example: catalogue, celebrate, precise, scythe, 
schmaltz, chemistry, and heroic. Those Cs in the initial, medial, and final positions have 
different way to pronounce. Second, one of the sounds represented by C does not exist in 
Bahasa Indonesia, namely [ʧ]. If people are not accustomed to the pronunciation of sound 
[ʧ], they will keep pronouncing the word containing the sound continuously incorrectly and 
what the fatal effect of that case will be is misunderstanding between the speaker and the 
listener. Third, teachers as a model of teaching learning process should have a good skill in 
pronouncing words namely English words. In fact, some teachers even lecturers often 
mispronounce some words of English. What makes some teachers do that is because not 
only they do not master the way of pronouncing a word but also they are not aware of their 
wrong pronunciation and keep pronouncing it as well, even though the way of its 
pronunciation is totally incorrect. As Hismanoglu in Karakas and Sönmez (2011:74) asserts 
“Pronunciation is a significant part of foreign language teaching, since having good 
pronunciation is one of the most important signs of getting mastery in foreign language 
learning and teaching.” It implies that pronunciation cannot be separated from teaching and 
learning English as a foreign language because it is a requirement to learn language. Thus, 
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teacher should minimize the bad pronunciation, for instance, consonant letter C, after 
reading and understanding either theory or result relating to the wrong one. 
Due to the topic of the research is about consonant letter C, the researcher then made 
the research question that is how to predict the sound represented by consonant letter C? 
Therefore, the objective of the research is to discover the different sounds represented by 
consonant letter C and the patterns of the sounds represented by consonant letter C with 
research scope sound represented by consonant letter C analyzed into three different 
positions: initial, medial, and final position of simple words. The researcher limits the 
research by observing the letter C with the appearing of vowels and consonants that follow 
or precede the letter.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 The field of this research was basically phonology. The researcher attempted to 
analyze the pronunciation of consonant letter C, particularly the sound represented by the 
consonant letter C. The type of this research was qualitative research focusing on how the 
researcher analyzed the object of the research using available data. Relating to this research, 
the type of qualitative research method used by the researcher was content analysis because 
the researcher observed totally on the content of each word of each variant. After observing, 
the researcher analyzed the concept of the sounds represented by consonant letter C, and 
made some assumption or conclusion at the end of this research. 
Technique in collecting data permits the researcher to systematically gather 
information about the objects of study (people, objects, phenomena). Jonkowski and Wester 
(1991:59) declare, “Many qualitative studies rely on single data-collection method, either 
documents analysis or interviewing.” For this reasons, this data collection was taken from 
words or lexicon in Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary, International Students‟ edition 
consisting consonant letter C.  
  
FINDINGS 
 The researcher found several patterns of letter C through many words that were 
adopted from Oxford Advanced Learner‟s Dictionary, International Edition. Based on the 
data that the researcher had analyzed, the letter C can represent four different sounds; [k], 
[s], [ʃ], and [ʧ]. Through these positions, the researcher constructed 9 different rule-patterns 
of letter C. The researcher has provided and categorized the list of words patterns 
containing letter C in the following lines. 
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1) Letter C represents sound [s] if it is followed by vowels e and i, and semi-vowel y 
Table 1: The Example of Letter C Pronounced as [s] 
Vowels 
Words 
Initial Position Medial Position Pre-final Position 
e 
 
 
 
i 
 
 
 
y 
 
 
celebrate /selibreit/ 
celestial /səlestIəl/ 
ceramic /cərӕmIk/ 
 
cinema /cInəmə/ 
cinnamon /cInəmən/ 
circulation /sɜ:kjəleIʃn/ 
 
cynical /sInIkl/ 
cygnet /sIgnət/ 
cylinder /sIlIndə(r)/ 
descend /dIsend/ 
facetious /fəsi:ʃəs/ 
scenario /sənɑrəʊ/ 
 
coincidence /kəʊInsIdəns/ 
decipher /dIsaIfə(r)/ 
precise /prIsaIs/ 
 
encyclopedia /InsaIkləpi:dIə/ 
recycle /ri:saIkl/ 
bicycle /baIsIkl/ 
attendance /etendəns/ 
presence /prezns/ 
rememberance /rImembrəns/ 
 
- 
 
 
 
mercy /mɜ:si/ 
privacy /prIvəsi/ 
vacancy /veIkənsi/ 
 
2) Letter C represents sound [k] if it is followed by vowels a, o, u, and consonant l and r 
Table 2: The Example of Letter C Pronounced as [k] 
Vowels 
Words 
Initial Position Medial Position Pre-final Position 
a 
 
 
 
o 
 
 
 
u 
 
 
 
l 
 
 
 
r 
card /kɒ:d/ 
carpenter /kɑ:pəntə(r)/ 
calculate /kalkjuleIt/ 
 
coagulate /kəʊӕgjuleIt/ 
come /kᴧm/ 
cost /kɒst/ 
 
cucumber /kju:kᴧmbə(r)/ 
cut /kᴧt/ 
customer /kᴧstəmə(r)/ 
 
classy /klɑ:si/ 
clever /klevə(r)/ 
clumsy /klᴧmsi/ 
 
craft /krɑ:ft/ 
creative /krieItIv/  
crispy /krIspi/ 
academy /əkӕdəmi/ 
historical /hIstɒrikl/ 
scarf /skɑ:f/ 
 
accomplish /əkᴧmpIʃ/ 
recognize /rekəgnaIz/ 
second /sekənd/ 
 
locution /ləkju:ʃn/ 
manicure /mӕnIkjuə (r)/ 
mercury /mɜ:kjəri/ 
 
acclimatize /əklaImətaIz/ 
exclusive /Iksklu:siv/ 
reclaim /rIkleim/ 
 
manuscript /mӕnjuskrIpt/ 
incredible /Inkrədəbl/ 
microscope /maIkrəskeup/ 
alpaca /ӕlpӕkə/ 
silica /sIlIkə/ 
tapioca /tӕpiʊkə/ 
 
alfresco /ӕlfreskəʊ/ 
art deco /a:t dekəʊ/ 
tobacco /təbӕkəʊ/ 
 
barbecue /bɑ:bIkju/ 
 
 
 
article /ɑ:tIkl/ 
miracle /mIrəkl/ 
vehicle /vi:əkl/ 
 
massacre /mӕsəkə(r)/ 
mediocre /mi:diəʊkə(r)/ 
 
3) True final C represents sound [k] 
If the words end in letter C, the letter C must be pronounced as [k], and it can be seen at 
the following table. 
Table 3: The Example of Words Ended by Letter C and It Represents Sound [k] 
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Words 
1. cardiac /kɑ:diӕk/ 
2. fanatic /fənӕtIk/ 
3. impolitic /ImpɒlətIk/ 
4. linguistic /lInŋgwIstIk/ 
5. lilac /laIlək/ 
 
4) Pre-final C represents sound [s] 
The examples of the words are stated in the following table: 
 
Table 4: The Example of Words Containing Letter C 
in the Pre-final Position and It Represents Sound [s] 
Words 
1. advance /ədvɑns/ 
2. balance /bӕləns/ 
3. choice /ʧɔ:is/ 
4. resource /risɔ:s/ 
5. splice /splais/ 
6. spruce /spru:s/ 
 
5) Double C in the medial position 
Table 5: The Examples of Words Containing Double C in the Medial Position 
Words 
1. desiccation /desIkeIʃn/ 
2. according /əkɒ:dIŋ/ 
3. accomplish /əkᴧmplIʃ/ 
4. acceleration /əkseləreIʃn/ 
5. success /səkses/ 
6. accident /ӕksIdənt/ 
7. succinct /səksIŋkt/ 
8. inaccurate /Inӕkjərət/ 
9. occupation /ɒkjupeIʃn/ 
10. acclamation /ӕkləmeIʃn/ 
11. acclimatize /əklaImətaIz/ 
12. accreditation /əkredItaIʃn/ 
13. accrue /əkru:/ 
 
6) Letter C in the medial position represents sound [k] if it is followed by consonants. 
The examples can be seen as follow: 
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Table 6: The Examples of Words Containing Letter C in the Medial Position and 
Pronounced as [k] 
Example 
1. abstraction /æbstrækʃn/ 
2. acne  /æknI/ 
3. acquisition /ækwIsIzən/ 
4. anecdote /ænIkdəʊt/ 
5. bacteria  /bʃktIərIə/ 
6. bucket /bʌkIt/ 
7. conductive /kəndʌktIv/ 
8. detective /dItektIv/ 
9. direction /dərekʃn/ 
10. doctor /dɒktə(r)/ 
11. facsimile /fæksIməlI/ 
12. factory /fæktrI/ 
13. fictionalize /fIkʃənəlaIz/ 
14. flicker /flIkə(r)/ 
15. fluctuate /flʌktʃueIt/ 
 
7) Digraph <ch> represents sound [k] if the words are generally borrowed from Greek 
Origin and German. 
The following table shows that the digraph <ch> represents sound [k]. 
Table 7: The Examples of Digraph <ch> pronounced as [k] 
Words 
Initial position Medial position Final position 
1. chameleon /kəmi:liən/ 
2. chamomile /kӕməmaIl/ 
3. chemistry /kemIstri/ 
4. chemotherapy /ki:məʊθerəpi/ 
5. chiropodist /kIrɒpədIst/ 
6. chiropody /kIrɒpədi/ 
7. chiropractic /kaiərəʊprӕktik/ 
8. christen /krIsn/ 
9. christendom /krisndəm/ 
10. christian /krIstʃən/ 
11. chronic  /krɒnik/ 
12. chronology /krənɒləʤi/ 
13. chronometer /krənɒmItə(r)/ 
14. chrysalis /krIsəlIs/ 
15. chrysanthemum /krIsӕnθəməm/ 
1. alchemy /ӕlkəmi/ 
2. anachronism /ənӕkrənIzəm/ 
3. anarchist /ӕnərkIst/ 
4. archipelago /ɑ:kIpeləgəʊ/ 
5. architectural /ɑ:kItekʃərəl/ 
6. archive /ɑ:kaIv/ 
7. catechism /kӕtəkIzəm/ 
8. machiavellian /mӕkIəvelIən/ 
9. malachite /mӕləkaIt/ 
10. psychology /saIkɑləʤi/ 
11. schematic /ski:mӕtIk/ 
12. scherzo /skeətsəʊ/ 
13. schism /skIzəm/ 
14. schizophrenia /skItsəfri:niə/ 
15. scholar /skɒlə(r)/ 
1. ache /eIk/ 
2. loch /lɒk/ 
3. matriarch /matriɑ:k/ 
4. monarch /mɒnək/ 
5. patriarch /peItriɑ:k/ 
6. sassenach /sӕsənӕk/ 
 
8) Digraph <ch> represents sound [ʃ] if it is generally loanwords of French. 
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The Digraph <ch> also can represent sound [ʃ]. To see the difference from the previous 
pattern, the researcher has provided the table containing the words as example of the 
letter C that pronounced as sound [ʃ]. 
Table 8: The Example of Digraph <ch> Pronounced as [ʃ] 
Words 
Initial position Medial position Pre-final position 
1. champagne /ʃӕmpeIn/ 
2. champers /ʃӕmpəz/ 
3. chandelier /ʃӕndəlIə(r)/ 
4. chaperone /ʃӕpərəʊn/ 
5. chartreuse /ʃɑ:trɜ:z/ 
6. cateau /ʃӕtəʊ/ 
7. chauffeur/ʃəʊfə(r)/ 
8. chauvinism /ʃəʊvInIzəm/ 
9. chenille /ʃəni:l/ 
10. cheroot /ʃəru:t/ 
11. chevron /ʃevrən/ 
12. chicane /ʃIkeIn/ 
13. chicanery /ʃIkeInərI/ 
14. chignon /ʃi:nŋɒn/ 
15. chute  /ʃu:t/ 
1. attaché /ətӕʃeI/ 
2. cachet  /kӕʃeI/ 
3. machete /məʃetI/ 
4. machine /məʃi:n/ 
5. rapprochement /rӕprɒʃm/ 
6. schadenfreude /ʃɑ:dnfrɔIdə/ 
7. schedule /ʃeʤu:l/ 
8. schist /ʃIst/ 
9. schlep /ʃlep/ 
10. schmaltz /ʃmɔ:lts/ 
11. schmooze /ʃmu:z/ 
12. schmuck ʃmᴧk 
13. schnapps /ʃnӕps/ 
14. schnook /ʃnʊk/ 
15. schwa /ʃwɑ:/ 
1. avalanche /ӕvəlɑ:nʃ/ 
2. cache /kӕʃ/ 
3. cliché /kli:ʃeI/ 
4. douche /du:ʃ/ 
5. niche /ni:ʃ/ 
6. panache /pənӕʃ/ 
7. pastiche /pӕsti:ʃ/ 
8. quiche /ki:ʃ/ 
 
 
9) Digraph <ch> represents sound [ʧ] if the words generally contain tense vowel 
Table 9: The Example of Digraph <ch> Pronounced as [ʧ] 
Words 
Initial position Medial position Final position 
1. change /ʧeInʤ/ 
2. channel /ʧӕnl/ 
3. chant /ʧɑ:nt/ 
4. chapter /ʧӕptə(r)/ 
5. charger /ʧɑ:ʤə(r)/ 
6. cheap /ʧi:p/ 
7. cheat /ʧi:t/ 
8. check /ʧek/ 
9. cheek /ʧi:k/ 
10. cheep ʧi:p/ 
11. cheerful /ʧIəfl/ 
12. cheese /ʧi:z/ 
13. chummy /ʧᴧmI/ 
14. chump /ʧᴧmp/ 
15. church /ʧɜ:ʧ/ 
1. achieve /əʧi:v/ 
2. anchovy /ӕnʧəvi/ 
3. archbishop /ɑ:ʧbIʃəp/ 
4. artichoke /ɑ:tIʧəʊk/ 
5. exchange /IksʧeInʤ/ 
6. franchise /frӕnʧaIz/ 
7. merchant /mɜ:ʧənt/ 
8. parchment /pɑ:ʧmənt/ 
9. purchase /pɜ:ʧəs/ 
10. teacher /ti:ʧə(r)/ 
11. treacherous /treʧə(r)əs/ 
12. starchy /stɑ:ʧI/ 
13. stretcher /streʧə(r)/ 
14. treachery /treʧəri/ 
15. trenchant /trenʧənt/ 
1. breech /bri:ʧ/ 
2. broach /brəʊʧ/ 
3. beach /bi:ʧ/ 
4. chaffinch /ʧӕfInʧ/ 
5. clinch /klInʧ/ 
6. coach /kəʊʧ/ 
7. couch /kaʊʧ/ 
8. crunch /krᴧnʧ/ 
9. hooch /hu:ʧ/ 
10. hotchpotch /hɒtʧpɒtʧ/ 
11. hunch /hᴧnʧ/ 
12. scotch /skɒʧ/ 
13. stretch /streʧ/ 
14. teach /ti:ʧ/ 
15. quench /kwenʧ/  
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DISCUSSION 
Based on the analysis, the researcher constructed 9 patterns and they were discussed 
in the following lines.  
1. True final C represents sound [k]. 
When the words, no matter what the category of them are, end in letter C, the C must be 
pronounced [k], for example: athletic, chronic, heroic, mechanic, music, etc. All the 
examples above are ended by letter C and it represents sound [k]. Moreover, the letter C can 
be silent when the words have final k or in other words when they ends in digraph <ck>, for 
instance: back, kick, lack, sick, and smack. This rule is very easy to understand, thus, people 
can apply it easily in conversation.  
2. Letter C represents sound [k] if it is followed by vowels a, o, u, and consonants l and 
r 
This first pattern is very simple to understand because from the entire patterns the 
researcher constructed, this pattern is one of the easiest ones. The reason why this pattern is 
called the easiest one because letter C is very consistent to represent sound [k] if it is 
followed by vowels a, o, and u. The indication of consistency of the sound representation is 
the researcher did not find any exception words for this pattern. This pattern also has been 
discussed in the previous research from Basri and Zarkiani (2010) which entitled, 
“Predicting the Pronunciation of Two Troublesome Consonants, c and g, in English”. They 
also have the same idea as the researcher has that the sound representation of Letter C is [k] 
in word initially or medially if it is followed by letter a, u, or o. The letter C also is 
consistent representing sound [k] when it is followed by consonant l and r either in initial or 
medial positions. When analyzed this pattern, the researcher did not find any difficulty 
about the idea of the pronunciation of the words containing letter C followed by the two 
consonants above, l and r. 
3. Letter C represents sound [s] if it is followed by vowels e and i, and semi-vowel y. 
This pattern has little troublesome on vowels e and i. There are some words found 
by the researcher that break the rule in the way they are pronounced. The words like acacia, 
ciao, fascia, ocean, celtic, ceilidh, cello, or cellist, are totally out of the rule-pattern of 
pronunciation. When looking at the words, the first thing came up to the mind of the 
researcher was about the loanwords. Referred to Richards and Schmidt (2002), loanwords 
are the words are adopted from one language and used in another language. When one 
language adopts a word from another language, it can adopt the meaning and the form 
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(transcription), and sometimes follows the way how that word is written. The word ciao 
/ʧaʊ/ taken from Oxford Advanced Learner‟s Dictionary means as an informal acclamation 
of good bye in Italian. The meaning and the way it is pronounced also follow Italian 
language. The exception words also exist in the word sceptic, sceptical, and scepticism 
which are pronounced orderly as [skeptIk], [skeptIkl], and [skeptIsIzəm]. The number of 
exception words in this patterns are less than 20. Therefore, these words should be 
memorized to ignore the mispronounced and to get accustomed with the correct 
pronunciation of them.  
4. Pre-final C represents sound [s]. 
The words like advance /ədvɑ:nts/, balance /bӕləns/, choice /ʧɔIs/, glance /glɑ:nts/, 
palace /pӕlIs/, surface /sɜ:fIs/, resource /rIzɔ:s/, splice /splaIs/, spruce /spru:s/ are the 
examples of this pattern that is pre-final C represents sound [s]. The position of letter C in 
the words is in the pre-final and followed by vowel e which  in this case the vowel e 
becomes silent because it is not read, and automatically the C is pronounced as [s] without 
hesitation.   
5. Double C in the medial position 
Firstly the researcher would like to show some words and here they are: accelerate, 
occidental, buccaneer, accommodate, accuracy, acclamation, accreditation. Based on the 
available examples, it is very simple to determine the pattern. The first C must be 
pronounced as [k], while the second C could represent sound [k] or [s] depending on what 
vowel follows the second C in the words. To prove the statement, we can use the theory of 
syllabification, for instance in the word word accelerate /əkseləreIt/. People must syllabify it 
to be /ək.sel.ə.reIt/. From this syllabifications, we can see the reason why the second C 
could represent sound [k] or [s]. In word accelerate, the second C becomes the first letter in 
the syllable, and it is followed by vowel e. At the previous pattern, the researcher has 
explained that the letter C represent sound [s] if it is followed by vowel e and i, and semi-
vowel y, either in initial, medial, or pre-final positions. Thus, it is clear why the second C 
represent sound [s]. This case is different from the second example, buccaneer. Even 
though there are two Cs in that word, but the vowel a directly follows the second C, 
therefore, the C only represents one sound that is [k]. The last example in word 
accreditation is akin to the previous explanation. 
6. Letter C in the medial position represents sound [k] followed by consonants. 
The researcher provided the words that can show if the letter C is followed by 
consonant, the result sound must be [k]. The words like acne /æknI/, acquisition 
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/ækwIsIzən/, anecdote /ænIkdəʊt/, bacteria /baktIərIə/, bucket /bʌkIt/, conductive 
/kəndʌktIv/, are the examples of this pattern. To analyze this pattern, the researcher 
syllabified the words one by one. The researcher took several of them for example like acne 
/æknI/ becomes /æk.nI/, anecdote /ænIkdəʊt/ becomes /æ.nIk.dəʊt/, and bacteria /baktIərIə/ 
becomes /bak.tIə.rIə/. This pattern is similar to the pattern number 1 namely true final C, we 
should see the position of C in the syllable. The positions of Cs are in the coda or in the end 
of the syllable after the vowels. If the position of letter C in the words is the same as the 
examples above or the pattern number 1, the letter C must be pronounced as [k] without any 
hesitation. 
7. Digraph <ch> represents sound [k] if the words are generally borrowed from 
Greek and German. 
The previous research from Basri and Zarkiani only focused on the basic rule-
patterns. In general, when digraph <ch> is on German or Greek words, the digraph should 
be pronounced as [k]. The examples are archeologist, archangel, archipelago, 
architectural, monarch, parochial, psychology, scherzo. After analyzing, in order to make 
the readers understand about the rule-pattern, the researcher has simple explanation 
especially for pattern sch- and arch- explained more in detail in the next pattern. Generally 
if pattern sch- is followed directly by vowels, the result of the sound must be [k], so does 
the pattern arch- ; if pattern arch- is followed by vowels, the result sound will be sound [k]. 
Moreover, there are some words that become exceptional words, for examples: 
Schadenfraude and schedule. The word Schadenfraude is adopted from German while the 
word schedule is only because of a matter of different pronunciation style from English 
British and English America. In English British, schedule is pronounced as [ʃedju:l] and in 
English America is [skeʤu:l].  
Words ended by digraph <ch> and pronounced as [k] are only perhaps 10 words. 
Thus, the suggestion is that people should remember and memorize the words ended by 
digraph <ch> which are pronounced as [k], so does the rest of the words containing digraph 
<ch> either in initial or medial position. Once again, the last way to remember the words is 
being familiar with the words, especially the way how it is pronounced.   
8. Digraph <ch> represents sound [ʃ] if the words generally loanwords of French. 
It has been known by most of people that English has many loanwords. One of the 
languages that many words were adopted is from French. To make the reader is easier to 
understand, the researcher provided the examples of words containing digraph <ch> that 
pronounced [ʃ]: chartreuse, chauffeur, chauvinist, schlep, schmaltz, douche, and cliché 
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The researcher would begin the explanation from the easiest one. When the position 
of digraph <ch> in the pre-final position and it is followed by vowel e, the pronunciation of 
the digraph <ch> must be [ʃ] like words douche and cliché. Next, if there is pattern sch- and 
it is followed by consonant, the result of the sound must be [ʃ], for example schlep and 
schmaltz. Additional explanation is that the pattern sch- becomes digraph which represents 
one sound only if it is followed by consonant like schlep; and the pattern sch- could be a 
blend which contains two or three graphemes represents two or more sounds if the pattern 
sch- is followed by vowel like school.  
9. Digraph <ch> represents sound [ʧ] if the words generally containing tense vowel. 
Generally, words that included in this pattern have tense vowel. Tense vowel means 
the period of time when pronouncing the vowel is lengthy. It can be seen in several words 
such as challenge /ʧӕlInʤ/, champion /ʧӕmpIən/, cheek /ʧi:k/, merchant /mɜ:ʧənt/, 
purchase /pɜ:ʧəs/, starchy /stɑ:ʧi/, teacher /ti:ʧə(r)/, breach /bri:ʧ/. Most of the words have 
tense vowel either precedes or follows the digraph <ch>. In addition, it is the same as the 
rule-pattern number 6 which the data containing pattern arch-. The words, as archbishop, 
archdiocese, archduchess, or archduke, have different way of pronunciation as in the rule 
pattern number 6. The difference between this pattern and the previous one is when the 
pattern arch- is followed by consonant the result sound will be [ʧ]; and when the pattern 
arch- is followed by vowel the result sound will be [k].  
Furthermore, English is known as inconsistent language. Many exception words 
break the rule-patterns of pronunciation. That is why the researcher often states word 
„general‟ because the purpose of this research is to minimize the error of pronunciation by 
generalizing the rule-patterns. The researcher, once more, wants to remind the readers to be 
common with words of English, especially the words containing letter C. 
By the exclusive explanation above, the research problem which is so called „How 
to predict the sound represented by consonant letter C?‟ has already been answered. Based 
on the result and discussion, the researcher concluded that there are at least 9 rule-patterns 
of pronunciation words containing letter C which represents sound [k], [s], [ʃ], and [ʧ]. The 
rule-patterns above must be mastered by people who want to learn English deeply, 
especially teacher of English or students. The pattern number 1 until 4 are categorized into 
uncomplicated while the rest are fairly tricky. Pattern number 5 and 6 are easy if the readers 
have mastered the basic rule-patterns number 1-4. The pattern number 7-9 is digraph <ch> 
rule-patterns. To understand and master pattern <ch> which represents sound [k], [ʃ] and 
[ʧ], people must remember the small patterns that have been mentioned and explained by 
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the researcher in each pattern. People must remember the characteristic of loanwords either 
from French, German, or Greek. Memorizing the character of language would minimize the 
error of pronouncing the words containing digraph <ch>. By these findings, the researcher 
believes that the reader can be easy to distinguish when the letter C should be pronounced 
as [k], [s], [ʃ], and [ʧ] in a word.  
 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 Based on the data of this research, the researcher comes to the conclusion There are 
4 different sounds represented by consonant letter C: 1) [k]; 2) [s]; 3) [ʃ]; 4) [ʧ]. The 
patterns of the sound represented of consonant letter C are: 1) Letter C represents sound [k] 
if i is followed by vowels a,o,u, and consonants l and r; 2) True final C represents sound [k]; 
3) Letter C represents sound [s] if it is followed by vowels e and i, and semi-vowel y; 4) 
Pre-final C represents sound [s]; 5) Double C in the medial positions; 6) Letter C in the 
medial position represents sound [k] if it is followed by consonants; 7) Digraph <ch> 
represents sound [k] if the words are generally borrowed from Greek and German; 8) 
Digraph <ch> represents sound [ʃ] if the words are generally loanwords of French; 9) 
Digraph <ch> represents sound [ʧ] if the words generally containing tense vowel.  
 This research honestly focused on one of the linguistic fields that is phonology. The 
researcher did not use experimental design in analyzing the data, but she used descriptive 
content analysis. The findings are about the concepts of sounds represented by consonant 
letter C. This concept, of course, could be applied by many people, mainly by the teachers 
of English, in order to ignore the errors in pronouncing English words. By applying the 
concepts, the teachers can show the correct pronunciation of words containing letter C. 
Moreover, the concept also can be taught to the students in simple explanation with simple 
sentences that can be easy to understand without using technical terms namely linguistics 
terms. At the end, the teachers and the students can minimize the errors in pronouncing 
English words that contain letter C. 
Afterward, the researcher would like to offer some worthy ideas or suggestions for 
teachers, students, and other researchers. First, English teachers might start applying the 
rule patterns when they mention or utter the words containing letter C as one of the 
solutions to overcome students‟ errors in pronouncing the words containing letter C. 
Second, the students might be asked to try pronouncing words containing letter C in order 
to make them familiar to the correct pronunciation. When they are already familiar with the 
words, they become accustomed to the correct way of pronunciation and can minimize the 
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error in pronouncing the words, especially words containing letter C. By utilizing the rule-
patterns of pronouncing words containing letter C, it will be easy for the readers, the 
teachers, and even for the students to understand the correct way of pronunciation and to 
minimize the error in pronouncing. The last, for other researchers they might do the 
research to analyze another consonant or vowel by using the same research design approach 
especially descriptive content analysis. 
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